Providing Children with Exceptional Dental Care

Pediatric Dental Specialists
of West Michigan

Ensuring pediatric patients feel at home in
their new practice
This is a story of a “dream come true.” What started as
a friendship back in dental school moved to time spent
working together in a West Michigan dental practice,
then to ultimately creating a new practice that embraced
their shared values, including how they believe their young
patients – and their families – should be treated. Doctors
Katie Swanson and Stephanie Kloostra joined together to
create Pediatric Dental Specialists of West Michigan at 2155
East Paris in Grand Rapids.
The doctors saw the need for more pediatric dental services
since current practices were always so busy. They decided to
establish a location in their own community close to home
that was convenient for their families. Dr. Bengtson, anchor
tenant in New Vista, suggested they consider the Class-A
medical facility for their office. After seeing available space
within the building, the doctors knew this was the perfect

place for them. They selected a suite on the first floor with
a separate entrance, providing convenient, easy access for
patients and their families. Young children visiting the office are
welcomed by a cabin-themed atmosphere to help eliminate the
anxiety of entering a medical facility.
“The freedom of having our own practice helps me provide
the best care I know possible for my patients and gives me the
opportunity to create a working
environment for a team to thrive.”
– Dr. Stephanie Kloostra
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“We worked with a kind, knowledgeable and helpful
team. The process felt seamless, even with changes
happening throughout. The team was very receptive
to our feedback and needs through the process and
helped us create this dream space!”
– Dr. Stephanie Kloostra
Collaborative planning among the doctors, First
Companies, and Henry Shein Dental Company
ensured the office layout was efficient for current
pediatric patient needs while giving them room for
future growth. The 5,200 square foot space includes
three open hygiene bays, two enclosed exam rooms,
a sterilization station, an x-ray room, and a private
consultation area. Some of the space was left
unfinished to accommodate more dental chairs, staff
offices, and an employee break area when needed. This
construction project was completed in just four months,
on schedule and on budget.
“We intentionally left space unfinished
so we can stay right here as our practice
expands. We did not want to be locked
into a small space just because we are a
new office. I know how fast a pediatric
dental practice can grow. We have room
to do that.”
– Dr. Katie Swanson

The theme of “Going Up North to the Cabin” helps even the youngest patients
relax as they play in the log cabin built by Dr. Katie’s dad that matches their
family’s actual cabin. Kathryn Chaplow Design and her team used a photograph
to recreate the fireplace in a comfortable, relaxed waiting area.
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“Our project manager took a lot of Friday night and Saturday phone calls. He helped alleviate the stress of it all, even when
there were small hiccups – all of our concerns were so minimal and handled quickly. I would absolutely recommend First
Companies to others based on how easy they made the process. As a young professional, this is all very new, but they were
great teachers for building a new space. They embraced our ideas and made those an important part of the process.”
- Dr. Katie Swanson

From top left: Private consultation rooms allow families to speak openly
with the doctors.
Young patients are excited to visit the built-in Prize Box after their dental
appointment.
Conveniently located near the hygiene and exam rooms, stand-up work
stations allow staff to quickly update patient records.
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